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Abstract: Real-world social and economic networks typically display a number of1
particular topological properties, such as a giant connected component, a broad degree2
distribution, the small-world property and the presence of communities of densely3
interconnected nodes. Several models, including ensembles of networks also known4
in social science as Exponential Random Graphs, have been proposed with the aim of5
reproducing each of these properties in isolation. Here we define a generalized ensemble6
of graphs by introducing the concept of graph temperature, controlling the degree of7
topological optimization of a network. We consider the temperature-dependent version of8
both existing and novel models and show that all the aforementioned topological properties9
can be simultaneously understood as the natural outcomes of an optimized, low-temperature10
topology. We also show that seemingly different graph models, as well as techniques used to11
extract information from real networks, are all found to be particular low-temperature cases12
of the same generalized formalism. One such technique allows us to extend our approach13
to real weighted networks. Our results suggest that a low graph temperature might be an14
ubiquitous property of real socio-economic networks, placing conditions on the diffusion of15
information across these systems.16
Keywords: Complex networks; graph ensembles; graph temperature17
Classification: PACS 89.75.Hc, 89.75.Fb, 05.70.-a18
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1. Introduction19
Complex networks have attracted the interest of physicists because statistical physics has proven to be20
an effective tool for the measurement and explanation of robust empirical properties of these networks21
[1,2]. Social and economic networks in particular often exhibit particular topological properties such22
as the presence of a giant connected component (a set of mutually reachable vertices spanning a finite23
fraction of the system), the ‘small-world’ property (the combination of a large density of triangles and a24
short distance among nodes), community structure (a subdivision of the network into modules of densely25
interconnected nodes), and a broad degree distribution (the presence of many more highly connected26
vertices than expected in random graphs).27
Taken together, these properties place conditions on the diffusion of information in social networks.28
For instance, the ‘strength of weak ties’ effect [3], i.e. the phenomenon by which links connecting29
different communities are sparser and weaker than intra-community links, implies that the dynamics30
of information is mostly confined within communities, with rare (but crucial in terms of network-wide31
communication) jumps across different communities. In combination with the ‘small-world’ property,32
this means that real social networks display what has been called the ‘small but slow world’ effect [4]:33
even if, at a purely topological level, it only takes a few steps to connect two randomly chosen nodes (that34
are in general found in different communities), these steps are not the ones taken by typical dynamical35
processes (which are instead confined within communities). The result is an overall slowing down of the36
dynamics.37
Among the several approaches that have been explored in order to reproduce the structure of real38
social and economic networks, an interesting class of models has a long tradition in social network39
analysis and goes under the name of Exponential Random Graphs (ERGs) [5]. ERGs allow one to40
specify a set of desired topological properties or ‘constraints’, and estimate the probability to be assigned41
to every possible network in order to reproduce the observed values of such properties. More recently,42
ERGs have been shown to be equivalent to a class of statistical ensembles of graphs [6] and have been43
further generalized [7–15]. This powerful formalism allows one to treat in a unified fashion a large44
class of models, including random graphs [1,2], the Configuration Model [16], Hidden Variable models45
[17,18] and extensions of them [6,9]. If we restrict ourselves to binary networks with a fixed number of46
vertices N and with no self-loops or multiple edges, the analogy with statistical physics lies in the fact47
that in these models each link can be regarded as a ‘particle’ that can be placed between any two vertices,48
subject to the constraint that the ‘occupation number’ for each pair of vertices i, j can only be aij = 0, 149
(for missing or existing links respectively) as in the familiar Fermi statistics. Clearly, aij coincides with50
the entries of the N × N adjacency matrix A characterizing the topology completely. Each allowed51
adjacency matrix A corresponds to a possible configuration, and the set of possible configurations (each52
with its statistical weight PA) defines the statistical ensemble of graphs. Thus, the framework of ERGs53
allows one to develop the ‘statistical mechanics of networks’ by exploiting a range of tools which are54
well known in physics [6].55
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A multitude of specifications of ERGs have been proposed in order to reproduce, mostly in isolation56
from each other, the topological properties mentioned above [7–15]. Here we show that, if the analogy57
with statistical physics is completed via the introduction of the concept of graph temperature, all the58
above empirical properties can be easily understood as the consequences of a single phenomenon:59
the fact that real networks tend to have a low value of the temperature, presumably as the result of a60
topological optimization driven by the cost of establishing links.61
In particular we find that many well-known topological properties such as the presence of a giant62
component, a scale-free degree distribution, the small-world effect, and a modular or ‘community’63
structure can be easily understood in terms of the low-temperature behaviour of real networks.64
2. Temperature-dependent ensembles of graphs65
We will now generalize the existing statistical formalism in order to include the concept of graph66
temperature. To realize why this extension is important, we note that in all ERG models the probability67
PA depends on the energyEA, representing the topological ‘cost’ of realising the particular graphA. The68
energy EA is chosen to be a linear combination of the so-called ‘constraints’ [6,12], i.e. the topological69
quantities that one desires to enforce.70
Now, the concept of topological cost, or energy, is unclear without the quantification of its71
relative role with respect to the available resources that can be exploited to form the network. The72
relative importance of ‘cost’ and ‘available resources’ is usually controlled in statistical physics by73
the temperature. The zero-temperature regime corresponds to complete optimization, so that only74
the cheapest configuration can be formed and the units of the system occupy the states with lowest75
energy (this is the optimized case). In the opposite, infinite-temperature extreme the system does not76
distinguish between energetically cheap and expensive states, so that all configurations occur with77
the same probability. The formalism that we develop here is particularly suitable to model networks78
subject to such economic/engineering constraints. We shall complement the standard results obtained79
in the literature for the generic finite-temperature case (which is recovered when T = 1) with the80
interesting ones corresponding to zero and infinite temperature, which are not accessible to current81
finite-temperature models. We find that a range of interesting results can be obtained by even the simplest82
models when T is allowed to vary, in particular when T approaches zero.83
Our approach works equally well for directed and undirected graphs, but for the sake of simplicity84
we write all the expressions for the undirected case only. The generalization to directed graphs is85
straightforward. Similarly, the full generalization to weighted networks is possible using the available86
results for weighted ensembles [10,12,13], but we will not consider it here. Rather, we will consider a87
partial generalization to weighted networks by exploiting one particular approach that we have recently88
proposed to relate edge weights to edge probabilities [19].89
2.1. General formalism90
The most general statistical ensemble for an equilibrium undirected network is a grandcanonical one
with 2N(N−1)/2 graphs having a fixed number of vertices N and a varying number of links LA =
∑
ij aij ,
controlled by the chemical potential µ [6,9]. The chemical potential is an important parameter governing
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the link density of the network and the probability of connections [9]. However, in order to have a global
parameter coupled not only to the number of links, but also to any other topological property of the
network, we also introduce the graph temperature T . We therefore define a generalized ensemble where
the probability of graph A is given by
PA =
1
Z exp
[
µLA − EA
T
]
(1)
where EA is the energy of the particular graph A (a function of one or more topological properties of A,
to be specified in each particular model) and
Z ≡
∑
A
exp
[
µLA − EA
T
]
(2)
is the grand partition function of the ensemble. Note that when T → ∞ we have PA = 2−N(N−1)/2 for91
all graphs, while when T → 0 we have PA = 1 for the graph with the maximum value of µLA −EA (or92
PA = M
−1 if there are M degenerate such graphs), and PA = 0 for all other graphs.93
The temperature in eq.(1) might appear to be redundant, since the parameter T can be in principle94
reabsorbed in a redefinition of EA and µ without loss of generality. In other words, all choices of95
parameters that lead to the same values of EA/T and µ/T will generate indistinguishable results,96
meaning that the value of T is indeterminate. While this is mathematically true, there is a definite97
‘physical’ benefit in including the temperature as an additional parameter. As we discuss below, the98
benefit is that of incorporating in T all the ‘collective effects’ arising in large networks, while leaving99
the local properties (such as the energy of a single link) well defined in the thermodynamical limit. In100
other words, if we have empirical information about the local link energies, this will fix the scale of the101
problem and define the temperature unambiguously for a given network. We will indeed show examples102
when, for realistic scale-free specifications of network properties, it is possible to measure the graph103
temperature empirically.104
2.2. Networks with finite energy per link105
In general, being a combination of topological properties, the energy EA can be an arbitrarily
complicated function of the adjacency matrixA, but throughout the present paper we consider the simple
and instructive case, explored in many models, where it can be written as a sum over the individual link
energies ij [6,9,12]:
EA ≡
∑
i<j
ijaij (3)
As we show below, this choice can - despite its simplicity - give rise not only to random graphs, but also
to complex scale-free networks, small-worlds, networks with correlations, clustering, and community
structure. The partition function reads
Z =
∑
{A}
∏
i<j
e(µ−ij)aij/T =
∏
i<j
[
1 + e(µ−ij)/T
]
(4)
and the graph probability is
PA =
∏
i<j
p
aij
ij (1− pij)1−aij (5)
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where
pij(T ) =
1
e(ij−µ)/T + 1
(6)
is the probability that a link between i and j exists. Equation (6) has the usual form of Fermi statistics106
(alternative derivations of the above expression for pij are given in refs.[6,9,20] for T = 1). Therefore107
the additivity of EA implies that each link is drawn independently with probability pij .108
If the form of ij is further simplified, many important network models are obtained as particular109
cases of eq.(6), including hidden–variable models, the configuration model and random graphs [6].110
We shall introduce the temperature-dependent version of these models in what follows. We shall also111
exploit eq.(6) to study a temperature-dependent small-world model, a model with community structure,112
and ensembles of binary graphs derived from real-world weighted networks. Therefore eq.(6) gives rise113
to a rich phenomenology and will be of central importance throughout the paper.114
115
Before considering particular cases, let us first note some general properties of eq.(6). Note that,116
independently of T , pij > 1/2 when ij < µ and pij < 1/2 when ij > µ. It is interesting to consider117
the infinite- and zero-temperature limits, as well as the ‘classical’ one.118
When T → +∞, eq.(6) implies that
pij(+∞) = 1
2
(7)
irrespective of the values of ij and hence of the differences in the cost of links. As a consequence,119
the network is a random graph with p = 1/2 and is therefore trivial. Note that in this case any two120
configurations A and B become equiprobable (PA = PB).121
When T = 0, we instead have
pij(0) = Θ(µ− ij) (8)
where Θ(x) = 1 if x > 0 and Θ(x) = 0 if x < 0. Technically, we should define Θ(0) = 1/2 in order to122
capture the correct behaviour of eq.(6), even if we will not encounter this situation in what follows. The123
above equation means that only those pairs of vertices for which ij < µ are connected. This is analogous124
to the well-known degenerate behaviour of Fermions at zero temperature, and µ is also termed the Fermi125
energy F = µ. This clarifies the role of µ as the available energy per link when T → 0: at absolute zero,126
only the topology with the minimum value of EA − µLA can be realized. This topology is obtained by127
drawing all and only the links with ij < µ.128
A final general comment is that eq.(6) reduces to the ‘classical limit’ [6]
pij(T ) ≈ e(µ−ij)/T when e(ij−µ)/T  1 (9)
We will consider the above limit in some applications later on.129
130
An important consequence of the above general considerations is that, since both ij and µ are131
link-specific quantities, we will be interested in the case when their value is finite and independent132
of the network’s size N . This is because large-scale networks arise as a bottom-up combination of local133
link formation processes. The energy per pair of vertices should therefore have a finite value in the134
thermodynamic limit (N →∞). For the same reason, we will assume that ij and µ are independent of135
the temperature T . In other words, ij and µ fix the scale of pair-specific properties (that should remain136
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well-defined in the large N limit), and the collective (network-wide) effects are reabsorbed in T . As137
we have anticipated above, this is the main added value of isolating T from the other parameters of the138
model, and the ultimate reason why we believe that investigating the temperature dependence of network139
ensembles is important. As a final remark, we require ij , µ and T to be dimensionless. If we imagine140
that ij is (a function of) an empirically measurable quantity such as distance or money, an dimensionless141
specification can be achieved by assuming that both ij and µ have been preliminarily divided by some142
appropriately averaged (either over vertices or vertex pairs) value of ij , and by simply considering T as143
a dimensionless parameter. We will discuss this point in each of the following examples.144
3. Random Graphs: vanishing of the percolation threshold at zero temperature145
In what follows we consider various specific cases. The simplest scenario is when all link energies
are equal: ij = . This yields a temperature-dependent random graph of the Erdo¨s-Re´nyi type, since all
probabilities pij are equal to
p(T ) =
1
1 + e(−µ)/T
(10)
Note that, if we assume that the  has been divided by its average value over all pairs of vertices to146
make it dimensionless, we should simply set  = 1. When looking at the above formula, as well as the147
following ones, this is the value of  that we should keep in mind.148
While the properties of the random graph are well known, in our framework some intriguing results
emerge as the temperature is varied, and in particular when T → 0. First of all, we note that
p(0) = Θ(µ− ) (11)
implying that the graph is either fully connected (µ > ) or empty (µ < ).1 This result provides us with149
a useful (for our purposes in what follows) definition of ‘sparseness’ of a network. We define a random150
graph as sparse (dense) if  > µ ( < µ), since when T → 0 the graph becomes empty (fully connected).151
This means that, at finite temperature, a sparse graph (as defined above) will be such that p(T ) < 1/2152
and a dense graph will be such that p(T ) > 1/2. At infinite temperature, both sparse and dense graphs153
converge to the intermediate density p(+∞) = 1/2.154
3.1. Critical percolation temperature155
Before considering other models, it is quite interesting to consider the percolation transition marking
the onset of a giant connected component in an infinitely large random graph. For random graphs, it
is well known that this transition occurs when the connection probability p is set to the critical value
pc ∼ 1/N , i.e. when the function f(N) introduced above is f(N) ∼ N . In our framework, since  and µ
are fixed, we can regard the phase transition as temperature-dependent. If  > µ then p(T ) > 1/2 > pc at
all temperatures, meaning that dense graphs are obviously always above the critical threshold. If  < µ,
there is a critical percolation temperature Tc such that p(Tc) = pc ∼ 1/N . Inverting, we find that for
sparse graphs
Tc(N) ∼ − µ
lnN
 < µ (12)
1Technically, we recall that if µ =  then p(0) = 1/2, i.e. the graph is half-connected.
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In the thermodynamic limit, we have
lim
N→∞
Tc(N) = 0 (13)
meaning that when N →∞, the critical percolation temperature tends to zero, i.e. the zero-temperature156
topology naturally sets at the critical point p = pc. It is well know that at this critical point the157
distribution of the sizes of connected components of the network has a power law distribution of the158
form P (s) ∝ s−5/2 [1]. Interestingly, this behaviour is similar to a scenario explored in the theory of159
Self-Organized Criticality (SOC), where the onset of the SOC behaviour has been related to the vanishing160
of the critical temperature [21]. Combining together the above results about dense and sparse graphs,161
we find that, irrespective of their density, at finite temperature infinitely large random graphs are always162
above the percolation threshold.163
3.2. Large and sparse graphs have low temperature164
We note that the link density of most real-world socio-economic networks is (significantly) smaller
than 1/2. This means that, when modeled as random graphs (i.e. when considering a connection
probability p equal to the observed link density f ), real networks systematically fall in the ‘sparse graph’
category and are therefore such that  > µ. It should also be noted that in most cases the observed
density typically decays as 1/f(N) where f(N) is an increasing function of N . This means that, in
order to reproduce the empirically observed density, random graphs should be such that
1
1 + e(−µ)/T
=
1
f(N)
(14)
which implies
T =
− µ
ln[f(N)− 1] (15)
This result shows that larger graphs have a smaller temperature, providing a first indication of the fact that165
large real-world networks might be generally characterized by a small value of the graph temperature.166
It is also important to note that, for most observed networks, f(N) ' cN with c & 1. In combination167
with eq.(12) this means that, when modeled as random graphs, large real-world networks have a low168
but non-zero temperature, i.e. they are ‘just above’ the percolation threshold. This is enough to ensure169
that large networks have a giant connected component. For social networks, being above the percolation170
threshold ensures that, starting from any node in the giant connected component, information can diffuse171
to any other node of the same component. Since in the thermodynamic limit the giant component spans172
a finite fraction of an infinite network, this means that information can diffuse to a macroscopic scale.173
174
Obviously, real networks are very different from random graphs. Still, the above considerations hold175
true also for more realistic models of networks displaying ‘scale-free’ and ‘small-world’ properties, as176
we show in the next examples. On the other hand, we also know that the way information diffuses177
on real social networks is not uniquely determined by whether a giant connected component exists. In178
particular, we know that information is mostly confined within denser modules, a feature that requires179
the network to be partitioned into so-called ‘communities’ [4]. We will discuss this point later on, when180
we will introduce a model with temperature-induced community structure.181
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4. Fitness models: random graphs at high temperature, scale-free networks at low temperature182
Another case of great interest is when the link energy in eq.(3) is the sum of two single-vertex
contributions:
ij = i + j (16)
For future convenience, we assume that i ≤ 0 ∀i (this can always be achieved by an irrelevant overall183
shift in the energies i → i − max ≤ 0). Moreover, to have a dimensionless quantity we imagine that184
i (and similarly j) has been preliminary divided by the absolute value of its average over all vertices.185
After these operations, we therefore have  = −1 where the bar denotes an average of i over vertices.186
The above choice leads to the graph energy
EA =
∑
i
iki (17)
where ki ≡
∑
j aij is the degree (number of links) of vertex i. Note that all graphs A with the same
degrees have the same energy EA and are therefore equiprobable. This case therefore represents the
grand-canonical version of the so-called Configuration Model, i.e. a model of random networks with
given degrees [6]. It can also be regarded as a particular case of the class of Fitness Models [17] where
each node i is characterized by a ‘fitness’ or ‘hidden variable’ xi determining the connection probability.
The novelty of our approach is that the node fitness xi ≡ e−i/T and the ‘fugacity’ z ≡ eµ/T (in terms of
which the model is conveniently described [20,22]) now depend on T . We can therefore write
pij(T ) =
1
e(i+j−µ)/T + 1
=
zxixj
1 + zxixj
(18)
which reduces to the random graph case discussed in the previous section when all vertices have the187
same value of i or equivalently xi.188
189
We now consider a standard procedure to obtain scale-free degree distributions, i.e. by assigning190
each vertex i a fitness xi drawn from a power-law distribution ρ(x) ∼ x−γ . It has been shown that this191
choice leads to a scale-free degree distribution with the same exponent −γ, followed by a cut-off for192
large degrees [20]. The cut-off arises from the fact thar pij saturates to 1 as xi → +∞, which is in turn193
a reflection of the fact that the degrees cannot exceed the maximum number N − 1. Clear empirical194
evidences of this saturation have been observed for instance in the analysis of the Internet [20] and of195
the World Trade Web (WTW) [22].196
To highlight the role of T , we now rephrase the above results in terms of the energies i. For
convenience we introduce the non-negative quantity φi ≡ −i ≥ 0, which measures the tendency of
vertex i to form connections [17]. Similarly, we define φ0 ≡ −µ. Now, if we want x to be distributed
according to
ρ(x) = (γ − 1)x−γ (19)
(where 1 ≤ x < +∞ and γ > 1), then the quantity φi = −i = T lnxi must be distributed according to
q(φ) =
γ − 1
T
e−φ(γ−1)/T (20)
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Now, since φ does not depend on T , q(φ) must be T -independent as well. The only possibility is therefore197
(γ − 1)/T = λ where λ is a constant independent of T . Note that the mean of the distribution q(φ) is198
φ = λ−1. On the other hand, since φi = −i and  = −1, we also have φ = − = 1. This means that we199
must set λ = 1. This yields γ = 1 + T and200
q(φ) = e−φ (φ ≥ 0) (21)
ρ(x) = Tx−1−T (x ≥ 1) (22)
which is an important result showing how T determines ρ(x) and consequently the topology of the201
network.202
For instance, in the classical limit (9) we recover the T -dependent version of a model studied in
ref.[17]: since pij(T ) ≈ zxixj , the expected degree k¯i =
∑
j pij(T ) ≈ zxi
∑
j xj is proportional to xi
and is therefore distributed as
P (k¯) ∝ k¯−1−T (23)
In this case there are no degree correlations due to the factorization of pij(T ).203
In the more general case (i.e. outside the ‘classical’ regime), P (k) has a power-law region with an204
exponent that is still an increasing function of T , followed by a cut-off arising from the saturation of205
pij(T ). The power-law region narrows as T increases. This qualitative behaviour can be characterized206
rigorously by computing k¯i as a function of xi or φi, and inverting this relation to find P (k¯) from ρ(x) or207
q(φ). This is not easy in general, but here we show that in the three paradigmatic cases T = +∞, T = 1208
and T = 0 it can be done successfully.209
4.1. High-temperature regime (T = +∞)210
For T = +∞ we have the usual result pij(+∞) = 1/2. So the network is a random graph with211
density 1/2 and average degree N/2. In this regime the degree distribution P (k¯) approaches a trivial212
Poisson distribution with mean N/2. There are no degree-degree correlations, and all nodes have an213
expected clustering coefficient equal to 1/2.214
4.2. Finite-temperature regime (T = 1)215
For T = 1, denoting pij(T ) = p(φi, φj) the expected degree of a vertex with fitness φ can be evaluated216
as the integral217
k¯ = N
∫ +∞
0
p(φ, φ′)q(φ′)dφ′ = N
∫ +∞
0
q(φ′)
eφ0−φ−φ′ + 1
dφ′
= N
ln(eφ0−φ + 1)
eφ0−φ
= Nzx ln
1 + zx
zx
(24)
which is an increasing function of x and is therefore invertible. If x(k¯) denotes the inverse function, the
expected degree distribution is P (k¯) = ρ[x(k¯)]dx/dk¯. Note that k¯ ∝ x for small x, while k¯ → N for
large x. Thus in the linear regime (small k¯) we have x ∝ k¯ as in the classical limit, so that dx/dk¯ is
constant and
P (k¯) ∝ ρ[x(k¯)] ∝ k¯−2 (25)
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This scale-free region is followed by a cut-off for large k, corresponding to the ‘saturated’ behaviour.218
4.3. Low-temperature regime (T = 0)219
Finally, when T = 0 the expression for ρ(x) in eq.(22) breaks down since all the xi’s become infinite,
and from eq.(8) we find
pij(0) = Θ(φi + φj − φ0) (26)
Surprisingly, this coincides with another model introduced in ref.[17], which precisely assumes q(φ) =
e−φ as in eq.(21) and thus turns out to be the zero-temperature limit of our general model. This model
is intriguing since a derivation similar to that in eq.(24) shows that it yields a purely scale-free degree
distribution
P (k¯) = (Ne−φ0) k¯−2 = (Neµ) k¯−2 (27)
(now without cut-off), even if no power-laws are introduced ‘by hand’ in the model [17,18]. Moreover,
the model displays anticorrelation between degrees: the average nearest neighbour degree scales as
k¯nn(k¯) ∝ k¯−1 (28)
and the clustering coefficient scales as
c¯(k¯) ∝ k¯−2 (29)
(times logarithmic corrections) [17,18].220
We note that, while in ref. [17] the above model was proposed as an alternative way to produce221
scale-free networks, different from the specification leading to eq.(23), here we find that both choices are222
actually two particular cases of the same temperature-dependent model. We also note that eq.(27) cannot223
be retrieved as the zero-temperature limit of eq.(23), since in such limit the ‘classical’ approximation224
(9) is no longer valid. Rather, the above results show that as T goes to zero the exponent of the degree225
distribution approaches −2, with a gradual disappearance of the upper cut-off. Moreover, we stress that226
while the topological properties of the network depend on both the temperature T and the chemical227
potential µ, the latter strongly determines the mean of the degree distribution (i.e. the link density) but228
not its functional form, which is instead mainly determined by T .229
230
Taken together, the above results lead to the following intriguing conclusion: in this model, correlated231
scale-free networks with exponent−2 naturally arise as the optimized topology at zero temperature. As T232
grows, the correlations become weaker, the exponent of P (k¯) increases and a cut-off appears destroying233
the purely scale-free behaviour, until for T → ∞ the network becomes an uncorrelated random graph234
with a Poisson degree distribution. In our framework, it is clear that φ0 plays the role of a Fermi energy.235
We can also interpret the correlations at T = 0 as the collective need to minimise the total energy, an236
effect that gradually weakens as T increases.237
4.4. The temperature of real binary networks238
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We now make some important considerations about the temperature of real-world binary networks.
The degree distribution of most real scale-free networks has a broad tail of the form
P (k) ∝ k−γ 2 . γ . 3 (30)
The above observed range of the exponent is another remarkable indication that real networks are
consistent with a low-temperature model. In particular, all binary scale-free networks in the ‘classical
regime’ described by eq.(23) are consistent with a temperature
Tbinary = γ − 1 =⇒ 1 . Tbinary . 2 (31)
Scale-free networks outside the classical regime are instead characterized by an even lower temperature,239
since we have shown that γ = 2 is realized at T = 0. For these networks, a small positive value240
Tbinary > 0 is already enough to produce a realistic degree distribution with γ > 2.241
We finally note that, if one has access to the empirical distribution ρ(x), one can measure Tbinary for242
any real network which is well described by eq.(18), even if this network is not scale-free. This is for243
instance possible for the WTW, where xi has been identified with the Gross Domestic Product of country244
i, whose distribution has a fat tail consistent with a power-law with exponent −2 [22]. This means that245
TWTWbinary ≈ 1 and that eq.(24) applies. This is consistent with the observed saturated behaviour of k(x)246
and the cut-off displayed by P (k) for the real WTW [22].247
5. More general models248
One can further explore eq.(6) by considering different forms of q(φ) and of ij as a function of φi249
and φj , thus recovering the whole class of fitness models [17] with generic pij = p(φi, φj). An even250
more general case is when ij cannot be written as a function of single-vertex contributions, so that each251
pair of vertices has an associated quantity φij ≡ −ij drawn from a distribution q(φ), and a probability252
pij = p(φij) to exist. This corresponds to the general case defined by eqs. (3) and (6).253
The vanishing of the percolation threshold as shown previously in eq.(13) for the random graph
example is actually a more general result, and holds even when different pairs of vertices have different
values of ij as in eq.(6), i.e. when min ≤ ij ≤ max < µ. In this case, we must have
Tmin(N) ≤ Tc(N) ≤ Tmax(N) (32)
where
Tmin(N) ≡ min − µ
lnN
, Tmax(N) ≡ max − µ
lnN
(33)
From the above equations, it follows that
lim
N→∞
Tmin(N) = 0, lim
N→∞
Tmax(N) = 0 =⇒ lim
N→∞
Tc(N) = 0 (34)
Therefore the critical temperature vanishes in this case as well. Again, this suggests why most large254
social networks display a giant connected component, including the class of scale-free networks255
consistent with the model described above.256
257
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In what follows we consider three particular cases of the above model: a temperature-dependent258
modification of the ‘small-world’ network model [23], a novel model of networks with community259
structure, and a generalization of ensembles of binary graphs derived from weighted networks [19].260
The latter allows for a direct and simple extension to real weighted networks.261
6. A temperature-driven small-world model262
The energy in eq.(6) is particularly suitable as a model of networks with geometric constraints263
[15,24,25]. Indeed, if vertices represent points of a metric space, the distance between pairs of vertices264
will affect the cost of a link between them. We now show that this simple fact leads to a straightforward265
definition of a temperature-dependent model of small-world networks, that can be also extended to266
generate networks that are both small-world and scale-free.267
6.1. Non-scale-free small-worlds268
In the simplest situation, the energy ij of a link is simply proportional to the distance dij between its
end-point vertices. If we imagine that both ij and dij have been made dimensionless by dividing each
of them by the respective average value over all pairs of vertices, the proportionality constant drops out
and we can simply write
ij = dij (35)
This implies
EA =
∑
i<j
ijaij =
∑
i<j
dijaij (36)
so that the probability of a link being there between i and j reads
pij(T ) =
1
e(dij−µ)/T + 1
(37)
Let us first consider the zero-temperature behaviour. The above probability becomes
pij(0) = Θ(µ− dij) (38)
which is nothing but the definition of a local ‘metric’ network connecting the geometrically closest269
vertices (with a connectivity range set by the chemical potential µ). Consider for instance N vertices270
equally spaced on a circle. Let d be the dimensionless distance between nearest neighbours along the271
circle, i.e. dij = d if i and j are first neighbours, dij = 2d if they are second neighbours, and so on.272
At zero temperature, eq.(38) implies that if d < µ < 2d then the network is a ring with first-neighbour273
interactions (as in Fig. 1), if 2d < µ < 3d then the network is a ring with second-neighbour interactions,274
and in general if md < µ < (m + 1)d (where m is a positive integer) the network is a ring with275
mth-neighbour interactions. If vertices are instead the nodes of a D-dimensional lattice and d is the276
lattice spacing, then when md < µ < (m + 1)d the zero-temperature network is a lattice with the same277
dimensionality and with mth-neighbour interactions.2278
2Note that, if we allow the chemical potential to take precisely the integer value µ = md, then the pairs of vertices
separated by a distance dij = md will be connected with probability pij(0) = 1/2, adding a sort of ‘random anomaly’ to
the ring-like or lattice structure. For this reason, we have deliberately restricted µ to take the non-integer values md < µ <
(m+ 1)d so that µ 6= md.
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Figure 1. A temperature-dependent small-world model with vertices arranged in a circle
and chemical potential d < µ < 2d (where d is the dimensionless distance between nearest
neighbours along the circle). When T = 0 (left), the network is a ring with first-neighbour
interactions. When T = ∞ (right), the network is a random graph with connection
probability p = 1/2. When T = 1 (center), the network is a ‘small-world’ with a few
long-range connections and an incomplete circular ‘backbone’.
T=0! T=∞!T=1!
If the temperature is slightly increased from T = 0 to a small positive value, then these regular279
ring-like or lattice structures will be perturbed, with a small number of short-range connections280
being replaced by longer-range ones (see fig. 1). At higher temperature, the zero-temperature281
structure becomes increasingly obscured and even longer-range connections are formed, until at282
infinite temperature the network becomes a completely random graph with connection probability283
pij(+∞) = 1/2.284
285
From the above discussion, it is clear that this model is very similar to the popular ‘small-world’286
model by Watts and Strogatz (WS) [23], where an initial lattice is perturbed by redirecting its links, with287
probability p, to randomly chosen vertices. In that model, if p = 0 the original lattice is preserved, if288
0 < p < 1 part of the original lattice coexists with long-range connections or ‘shortcuts’, while if p = 1289
all the links are rewired as in a random graph.290
There are two main differences between our model and the WS one. First, here for all finite values291
of T longer links have a smaller probability than shorter links, whereas in the WS model distance does292
not affect the probability of creating shortcuts (which is a less realistic situation). Second, here the293
totally random (T = +∞) configuration has density 1/2 irrespective of the density of the initial (T = 0)294
lattice, whereas in the WS model the totally random (p = 1) configuration has the same density as the295
initial (p = 0) lattice. In fact, here the density depends monotonically on T , while in the WS model296
it is independent of p. Therefore the low-temperature regime of our model is similar to the WS model297
in the regime of low rewiring probability, whereas the behaviour of the two models differs in their298
high-temperature/high-rewiring regimes.299
In the limit of low rewiring probability, the standard WS model exhibits the so-called ‘small-world’300
effect, i.e. the combination of a large value of the clustering coefficient (measuring the average fraction301
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of realized triangles at each node) and of a small value of the average vertex-vertex distance (which302
increases only logarithmically with the size of the graph) [1]. Since these properties are found in the303
low-rewiring regime, we can expect that they would be generated also in the low-temperature regime304
of our model. Again, this means that the empirically observed properties (in this case the small-world305
effect) are reproduced for small positive values of the graph temperature.306
6.2. Scale-free small-worlds307
As for the random graph model, we know that the simple small-world model (either the original WS308
one or our temperature-dependent reformulation above) does not reproduce the broad degree distribution309
so widely observed in real networks. Here, we briefly discuss how our model above can be extended in310
order to account for a heterogeneous - and if necessary, scale-free - degree distribution.311
To this end, we combine two models considered so far, by assuming that the link energy in eq.(3)
is determined not only by distances, as in the above model, but also by vertex-specific properties, as in
eq.(16). This leads to
ij = dij + i + j (39)
where now we imagine that dij has been divided by its average over all pairs of vertices, while i and j
have been divided by their average over all vertices. Correspondingly, eq.(3) becomes
EA =
∑
i<j
dijaij +
∑
i
iki (40)
and eq.(6) becomes
pij(T ) =
1
e(dij+i+j−µ)/T + 1
=
zxixje
−dij
1 + zxixje−dij
(41)
(where we have used the same definitions as in sec. 4). The above model has been recently exploited in312
order to study the spatial properties of the World Trade Web, where dij is the (dimensionless) geographic313
distance between countries i and j [15].314
315
Clearly, a sufficiently heterogeneous distribution of the values of i will induce a broad degree
distribution, exactly as we showed in sec. 4. In particular, a suitable choice allows to reproduce the
scale-free and small-world properties simultaneously. However, a general conclusion one can learn from
this model is that, if the distances arise from a homogeneous spatial distribution of vertices and if the
degree distribution induced by eq.(40) is very broad, this typically means that, while the distribution of
the sums i + j is very broad, the distribution of the distances dij is much more narrowly concentrated
around its average value d = 1. Looking at eq.(39), this means that the distribution of ij is mainly
determined by that of i + j , i.e. we can make the approximation
ij ≈ d¯+ i + j = 1 + i + j (42)
Clearly, the constant unit term d¯ = 1 can be reabsorbed in the chemical potential by defining µ′ ≡ µ−1,
thus leading us back to the model defined by eq.(16) in sec. 4. For instance, when T = 0 the degree
distribution reads
P (k¯) ≈ (Neµ−1) k¯−2 (43)
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and the degree correlations and clustering properties are still given by eqs.(28) and (29).316
317
The above considerations mean that the scale-free property automatically implies the small-world318
one, whereas the converse does not hold in general. An empirical confirmation of this idea comes319
from the recent application of eq.(41) to the World Trade Web [15], which showed that this model320
only slightly improves the fit to real data with respect to the simpler model defined by eq.(18), and is321
in any case outperformed by other models which, instead of the distances, add to eq.(18) a different322
piece of information. Since for a realistically broad distribution of i the model reduces to the distance-323
independent one introduced in sec. 4, we can again conclude that the relevant range of temperature is324
when T is small but non-zero, exactly as in the distance-independent model. Moreover, for scale-free325
networks with a degree distribution given by eq.(30) the empirical value of the temperature is still given326
by eq.(31).327
7. A model of networks with low-temperature community structure328
We now come to a simple model of networks with community structure. To this end, we actually keep329
the same ingredients as in our temperature-driven small-world model defined above, with the difference330
that, instead of assuming that the quantities dij are metric distances among the nodes of a lattice, we331
imagine that they are ultrametric distances among the leaves of a dendrogram. In simpler words, we332
assume that the N vertices of the network can be categorized into a taxonomic tree with N leaves at the333
bottom layer, where dij is the height of the closest common branching point separating i and j.334
7.1. Ultrametric small-world model335
Having assumed that the distances dij are ultrametric, we further assume that the network is specified336
by eq.(36). The rationale for this choice is that, as an increasing body of empirical evidence suggests, the337
connectivity of content-rich networks such as the World Wide Web or paper citation networks is strongly338
determined by the semantic relationships between nodes. Web pages or scientific articles about similar339
topics are simply more likely to be connected to each other. Since topics are generally associated with a340
hierarchical taxonomy (with subcategories nested within categories), it follows that nodes with a closer341
common branching point in the taxonomic tree are more likely to be connected. The above qualitative342
properties are precisely those featured by eq.(37), having assumed an ultrametric distance dij between all343
pairs of vertices. We can therefore regard this model as an ‘ultrametric small-world model’. A similar344
idea, based on the embedding of vertices in a hyperbolic space, has been found to give rise to a rich345
phenomenology explaining many empirical properties of real networks [26,27].346
Note that, since the authors of web pages or scientific articles are typically active in specialized347
topics, the hierarchical taxonomy will also affect the structure of social networks defined at the level of348
the authors themselves, e.g. networks of authors linked by coauthorship or (co-)citation. Moreover, even349
when dij is defined as a ‘social distance’ that in principle is not necessarily ultrametric (for instance,350
a metric distance between Euclidean vectors specifying the cultural traits of individuals), the empirical351
values of dij are found to be approximately ultrametric [28].352
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In this case as well, when T = 0 the connection probability reduces to the deterministic expression353
(38). However, the resulting network is now very different: the pairs of vertices separated by a distance354
smaller than µ are now the leaves of the dendrogram having a common branching point at a height355
smaller than µ. Equation (38) implies that all such pairs of vertices are connected, while all other pairs356
are not. Visually, if we ‘cut’ the dendrogram along the horizontal direction at a height µ, all the leaves357
found within a connected branch will be the nodes of complete cliques (fully connected subgraphs) in358
the network (see fig. 2a). Leaves belonging to different connected branches will not be connected, so359
the network is split into as many connected components as the number of connected branches produced360
by cutting the dendrogram. Higher values of µ produce fewer and larger connected components, but at361
zero temperature all such components are in any case complete cliques (see fig. 2a-b).362
For small but positive T , the zero-temperature structure will be perturbed into a finite-temperature363
one where the original cliques become ‘modules’ of densely (but not completely) connected vertices,364
with a few links connecting different modules (see fig. 2c-d). This is precisely the kind of community365
structure that is observed in most real socio-economic networks [4]. When T becomes large, more366
missing links will be produced within communities and more links will be produced among them, until367
the intra-community and inter-community densities equalize to the common value 1/2 in the limit T →368
+∞. So, again, we find that in order to reproduce the empirical properties of socio-economic networks369
(where the contrast between inter- and intra-community density is very marked, but at the same time370
communities are not isolated from each other) the relevant regime of the model is the one found for371
small positive T .372
7.2. Ultrametric scale-free model373
However, as for the ordinary small-world model, our ultrametric variant defined above does not374
reproduce the broad degree distribution of real-world networks. But in this case as well, it is possible to375
introduce the desired heterogeneity at the level of vertices by extending the model as in eqs.(39)-(41),376
where now dij is an ultrametric distance. For a sufficiently high level of heterogeneity of i, the model377
preserves the scale-free character of its distance-independent counterpart described in sec. 4. For this378
reason, we call this model the ‘ultrametric scale-free model’.379
It should be noted that in this case the range of variability of dij can be much broader than in the non-
ultrametric case, because here small intra-branch taxonomic distances coexist with large inter-branch
ones. This means that now the approximation in eq.(42) is no longer legitimate, and we cannot reduce
our model with community structure to the one without it. Rather, for all pairs of vertices i and j within
the same community Cµ (as specified by µ when T = 0) we now have the inequality
ij = dij + i + j < µ+ i + j ∀i, j ∈ Cµ (44)
The above expression only holds within each community, while across communities the opposite380
inequality applies, confirming that now distances cannot be reabsorbed in a unique value of the381
chemical potential µ. In other words, while our discussion in sec. 6 suggested that the scale-free382
property automatically ensures the small-world one, here we find that the scale-free property does not383
automatically ensure the presence of community structure (and vice versa). Of course, when the model384
considered here displays a sufficiently heterogeneous degree distribution it will also automatically imply385
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Figure 2. Our ‘ultrametric small-world model’ as a function of temperature T and chemical
potential µ. Nodes (blue circles) are leaves of a dendrogram (black lines), separated by
an ultrametric distance dij (increasing along the purple axis) representing the height of the
closest branching point separating vertices i and j. The ultrametric distances determine the
topology of the network (lying on the horizontal purple plane): a) when T = 0 and µ is small,
the network is divided into many small cliques (blue links) corresponding to the disconnected
branches obtained by ‘cutting’ the dendrogram along the orange dashed line determined by
µ; b) when T = 0 and µ is larger, the network is divided into fewer and larger cliques; c)
when T & 0 and µ is small, there are many small communities that are highly connected
internally (blue links) and sparsely connected across (red links); d) when T & 0 and µ
is larger, there are fewer and larger communities, with a higher density constrast between
intra-community (blue) and inter-community (red) links. After introducing an appropriate
degree of heterogeneity at the level of vertices, this model can be turned into our ‘ultrametric
scale-free model’ where a non-trivial community structure coexists with a broad degree
distribution.
a b 
µ!
dij 
µ!
dij 
c d 
µ!
dij 
µ!
dij 
T>0 
T=0 
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the small-world property, along the lines discussed in sec. 6.386
387
We can therefore conclude that the model defined by eqs.(39)-(41), where dij is an ultrametric388
distance, is a simple but highly nontrivial one. Since throughout this paper we have not been interested389
in reproducing a particular network, but rather a class of generic empirical properties, we will not390
consider any specific dij but merely note that, despite its simplicity, the above model is able to reproduce391
all the topological properties of real socio-economic networks discussed at the beginning: the presence392
of a giant connected component as ensured by eq.(34), a strong community structure induced by the393
ultrametric distance dij , a broad degree distribution and a small-world behaviour driven by a sufficiently394
heterogeneous distribution of i in eq.(39), and finally some realistic clustering and correlation properties395
as discussed in sec. 4 for the simpler model (and qualitatively preserved here). Remarkably, for each of396
these properties to be there, the temperature T must be small but non-zero. This summarizes why we397
believe that a small graph temperature might simultaneously explain a range of structural properties that398
are found ubiquitously in real social and economic networks.399
400
As discussed in the Introduction, the community structure observed in real networks strongly affects401
the dynamics of information spreading in these systems. For most of the time, the dynamics are locally402
confined within communities, with occasional jumps across different communities. At a dynamical level,403
this implies the so-called ‘small but slow world’ effect, i.e. the fact that even if topologically short paths404
exist between most pairs of vertices, such paths are rarely explored dynamically unless they fall within405
one community.406
The aforementioned recent study showing that the cultural distance dij among individuals of a407
society is effectively ultrametric [28] has also proven that this particular distribution of individuals in408
cultural space has dramatic effects for both short-term and long-term information dynamics. In the short409
term, an ultrametric distance between individuals results in the onset of a ‘coordinated’ regime where410
the combination of many microscopic inter-individual influences generates a society-wide collective411
behaviour. In the long term however, it constrains cultural convergence to the lower branches of the412
dendrogram, which eventually become culturally homogeneous. Taken together, these mechanisms were413
shown to explain the long-standing paradox of the coexistence of short-term collective social behaviour414
and long-term cultural diversity [28].415
These important consequences of ultrametric distances on social and cultural dynamics suggest that416
our ‘ultrametric scale-free model’ promises not only to reproduce the static topology of real social417
networks, but to also enable a realistic simulation of distance-dependent dynamics of information418
diffusion.419
8. Weighted networks as temperature-dependent ensembles of binary graphs420
So far, we have considered binary networks. Even if, thanks to recent results characterizing various421
ensembles of weighted graphs [10,12,13], a full extension of our formalism to weighted networks is422
possible, here we only consider a simpler and practical extension that makes use of a mapping between423
edge weights and edge probabilities. Quite recently, we explored the idea that the empirical weights424
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wij in a real weighted network can be transformed into a matrix of probabilities pij = p(wij) defining425
an ensemble of binary graphs [19]. Through this mapping, many topological properties which are non-426
obvious for weighted networks (such as the clustering coefficient) can be re-defined as ensemble averages427
of the corresponding binary quantities. In ref.[19] we explored the simplest possible choice where pij ∝428
wij . The results presented here suggest that this choice is the ‘classical’ limit, equivalent to eq.(9), of a429
more general choice that we now consider.430
8.1. The temperature of real weighted networks431
Turning to eq.(6), if we require pij = 0 when wij = 0 and pij = 1 when wij = +∞, we find that wij
must be proportional to the link fitness e−ij/T . In other words, the weights must depend on T , which
corresponds to the property that at low T (more heterogeneous weights) some pairs of vertices are much
more likely to be connected than other pairs, while at high T (more homogeneous weights) all pairs
of vertices tend to have a similar connection probability. Now, many real networks [29–33] display a
power-law distribution of non-zero link weights of the form
ρ(w) ∝ w−α 1.5 . α . 3.5 (45)
If we restrict ourselves to pairs of vertices with wij > 0 and define xij ≡ wij/wmin ≥ 1 (where wmin432
is the minimum non-zero weight for a given network), corresponding to the preliminary rescaling ij →433
ij − max, then we can repeat the arguments leading to eq.(22). Specifically, we set ij ≡ −T lnxij ≤ 0434
and φij ≡ −ij ≥ 0 to obtain435
q(φ) = e−φ (φ ≥ 0) (46)
ρ(x) = Tx−1−T (x ≥ 1) (47)
where now ρ(x) and q(φ) are distributions not over vertices, but over pairs of them (specifically, over the
pairs with non-zero weights). This allows us to compute the temperature of real networks with power-law
distributed weights as
Tweighted = α− 1 =⇒ 0.5 . Tweighted . 2.5 (48)
The empirical values of α found in various weighted networks [29–33] are summarized in Table 1, and436
the corresponding values of Tweighted are also shown. By contrast, note that binary networks (where all437
weights are equal) correspond to T →∞ where xij = 1 ∀i, j.438
439
We have therefore found that a general mapping from weights to probabilities is given by
pij =
zxij
1 + zxij
(49)
where xij ≡ wij/wmin and z ≡ eµ/T is a free parameter. Note that the above expression works for both
zero and non-zero weights. We also note that the classical limit (9) of this expression reads pij ≈ zxij ,
and if we choose z = wmin/wmax we have
pij ≈ wij
wmax
(50)
which is approximately equivalent to the choice explored by us in ref.[19].440
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Table 1. Empirical values of α and Tweighted for some real weighted networks.
Network α Tweighted Ref.
Metabolic flux networks 1.5 0.5 [29]
Interbank network 1.87 0.87 [30]
Erdo˝s collaboration network 2 1 [31]
Chaos control & synchron. coauthorship 2.5 1.5 [31]
Financial cross-correlations 2.7 1.7 [32]
Financial cross-correlations 2.78 1.78 [33]
Financial cross-correlations 3.18 2.18 [33]
Mollusk research coauthorship 3.5 2.5 [31]
Binary graphs +∞ +∞
8.2. Filtering of weighted networks as the zero-temperature limit441
When T → 0, the expression (49) defining our generalized mapping from a weighted network to an442
ensemble of binary graphs reduces to eq.(8). This implies that the original weighted network is mapped443
into a deterministic binary one where only the links with ij < µ are drawn. This means that the links444
with weight such that xij(T ) > z−1(T ) in the limit T → 0 are selected and the others are discarded.445
Interestingly, since the ordering of the weights is preserved at all temperatures, this corresponds to446
a standard thresholding procedure, adopted for instance in ref.[34] to filter stock correlations and in447
ref.[35] to extract minimum spanning trees from real foodwebs. These filtering techniques discard448
most of the information contained in the weights, resulting in a single (threshold-dependent) binary449
graph. Here we find that this corresponds to the zero-temperature limit of our mapping from weighted450
networks to ensembles of binary graphs. Our results extend these techniques to the finite temperature451
case, making it possible to preserve the heterogeneity of the links and explore the whole ensemble of452
possible configurations with the appropriate probabilities. We expect that this will represent an improved453
filtering technique, with a significantly reduced information loss.454
9. Conclusions455
We have introduced the concept of ‘graph temperature’, which can vary from zero to infinity, in order456
to explore the behaviour of networks in the limit of large network size while keeping the local properties457
well-defined. Since our methodology makes use of statistical graph ensembles that extend the class of458
Exponential Random Graphs widely used in social network analysis, it has a natural application as a459
generalized model of social and economic networks. We showed that many structural properties that460
are ubiquitous in socio-economic networks can be simply understood as the effects of an optimized461
low-temperature behaviour resulting from ‘connectivity costs’, and confirmed this by measuring the462
temperature of both binary and weighted real-world scale-free networks. Furthermore we have also463
shown that a variety of different models and techniques can in fact be regarded as particular cases of464
a more general temperature-dependent formalism. We believe that our results provide an intuitive and465
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unified understanding of many properties of real socio-economic networks, from their scale-free and466
small-world behaviour to their hierarchical community structure.467
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